
The REDLER Story 

Introduction & Setting the Scene 

1931/32 At eleven years old I frnd myself cycling from Nailsworth to Marling ( on my 
Rudge Whitworth bicycle -with of course a Sturmey Archer three speed!! ) 

I leave behind me H J H King Engineers in Newmarket, Chamberlains leather Board 
Manufacturers, Walkers Sticks, Newman Henders Valve makers, Workmans Timber 
Yard, Bentley Pianos of Wood chester, Erinoid Plastics, T H & J Daniels Enginers, 
Dudbridge Iron Works, and then on the right hand side of the long bend the empty site 
formerly occupied by Apperly Curtis Textile Mill. - , 

One fine moming I see some activity on that site. Whose moving in? I make enquiries 
that evening from my Father who was a staunch NH man - He answered - Well it's a . - ~ 
firm from Sharpness known as REDLER. They make Conveyors ,- but it is said they 
wont last long !! 

Well here we are - nearly 80 years on and, of all the foregoing list I quoted, Redler is the 
only one still operating under its name. 

The site 

First some information about the site which has an interesting History. _ , 
My reference is Industrial Gloucestershire 1904 
On this 4 Acre site Apperly established a Textile mill in the year 1794 . The business 
joining up with Curtis to become Apperly Curtis became a prominent name in the 
manufacture of fine cloth 
In 1851 at the London International Exhibition they were awarded a gold medal for the 
best superfine black cloth woven in the world. 
In subsequent exhibitions in London, Brussels, Antwerp, Melbourne, New Orleans and 
Paris they gained no fewer than 21 Gold medals and high awards. At all these 
exhibitions their attractive displays did much to promote the excellence of British made 
goods 
Altogether they were a progressive Company, always ready to introduce and develop 
new techniques and labour saving methods. 
In 1891 a destructive fire destroyed the greater part of the plant. This disaster although 
serious gave the opportunity for rebuilding the works to a higher and more up to date 
standard and improved layout of production. 

The motive power for the new Mill was provided by two 500 hp steam engines designed 
and built by H J H King's of Nails worth .. Mechanical stokers fed the boilers and a 50 hp 
turbine fed by the Mill race supplemented the steam engines. 

Of further interest, and here I quote from the survey document Industrial Gloucestershire 
1904 - 'Perhaps one of the most obvious, and certainly one of the most commendable 
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